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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Larry Cocchieri:Welcome, Introductions, Turn over to COUCH



CSRM PLANNING OVERVIEW
(OBJECTIVES OF TODAY’S 
WEBINAR)

Highlight required components, processes and 
analyses of  Coastal Storm Risk Management 
Planning with an emphasis on iterative plan 
formulation to address study, decision, and 
implementation risk. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
COUCHGood Afternoon – Stephen Couch, Deputy Chief, Planning Division –NY DistrictOur presentation today is intended to give an overview of some of the important considerations for Planning in the CSRM business line.Our presentation takes 2 parts:1 – presenting background information that is important for coastal planning2 – presenting some examples of RIDM in coastal planning, discussing some of the unique challenges of CSRM planning.We have also set aside time for questions  [and have built-in several checkpoints throughout for questions] As Jodi / matt indicated - 



CSRM PLANNING TOPICS

• Background, Authorities and History of CSRM
• Scoping: (characterizing the problems and opportunities)
• Plan Formulation: (Types of solutions)
• Deciding: (Evaluating and comparing alternatives)
• Implementing: Policies unique to Corps Coastal Program
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an outline of the topics we plan on covering today.I should state upfront that the information we are presenting is culled from a week-long class that we teach on CSRM – so we had to be selective in deciding what information to cover.We will only touch the surface of many topics, and don’t do a deep dive into any particular subject.If there Is request / need for more specific information,  the CSRM PCX is always available for assistance.Once we get through some introductory topics, we’ll present the information in the flow of the formulations process.  



KEY TAKEAWAYS - OVERALL
1. CSRM planning is similar to FRM, but with additional 

damage mechanisms (flooding, plus erosion and waves)

2. In CSRM Lifecycle consideration is very important. 

3. In CSRM, Formulation is heavily dependent on setting.  
Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Great Lakes, Tidal 
Estuaries - all require different considerations. 

4. There are many policies unique to CSRM
o Continuing Construction over 50 years (up to 65 yrs now)
o Recreation is NED, but incidental to CSRM
o Requirements for public access, which affects cost-sharing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One key idea to come away with this presentation is that the formulation for CSRM projects is similar to FRM, but with additional complexities.In FRM – we select plans based upon identifying the plan that reasonably maximizes net benefits, primarily considering NED benefits.In FRM – the primary damage mechanism is flooding.   In CSRM, we have the problem of flooding, but also need to consider additional effects of waves, and erosion.One contrast between FRM and CSRM, however, is that in CSRM - consideration of the lifecycle is very important.  FRM analysis are more static, and rely on frequency-based analysis.  Coastal used to be similar in a frequency-based approach, but with recent developments - Coastal relies more heavily on lifecycle, event-based analysis in order to account for the changes over time.Another key take-away that you should take away from this presentation is that the setting is very important.  The driving forces that influence CSRM planning are dependent on the underlying geological framework.  We will highlight some of the key differences today, but we can’t highlight all of the them.  What is important to remember is that CSRM is not “one size fits all”.  What has worked on the east coast may not be applicable in other settings.  Rely on your coastal experts in your District to help you understand the differences.As with every business line – there are policies that are unique to coastal.  We want you to come away with some of the most important considerations to be aware of.



HOW IS “COASTAL” DEFINED?

Geographic Applicability
• Ocean and Gulf (of Mexico) shorelines and connected estuaries and 

bays

• Great Lakes shorelines

• Inland Extent – Where the dominant causes of flood, erosion, and 
wave damage are tidal action (or Great Lakes motion).  
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Atlantic Ocean
Atlantic City, New Jersey

Pacific Ocean
OregonLake Michigan 

Great Lakes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we jump into the details, lets talk a little bit about what areas are included in “coastal storm risk management”.It is a broader area than folks may realize.Coastal is defined in the Corps’ as areas where the dominant cause of flooding, erosion, and wave damage are caused tidal action, or Great Lakes motion.This means that coastal includes areas of:  Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, Pacific Ocean, and also the great lakes.What is important is that coastal does not just include the immediate shorelines along these waterbodies, but also the connected bays and estuaries.There are major estuaries – Hudson River, Chesapeake, Delaware River, Potomac River, St john’s River, and many smaller connected waterbodies that are tidally influenced, and incuded in the Corps CSRM program.In fact – in the Corps now, many studies are addressing these bay / estuary shorelines – since a lot of the ocean shorleines are already addressed.



COASTAL FEATURES DEFINED

Idealized 
depiction of 
undeveloped 
barrier island

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During this webinar – we will use a few different terms.  This slide provides two different representations of a beach cross-section.The engineering drawing on the upper right shows a typical beach cross-section.  The general classification of upland, beach, nearshore, and offshore are highlighted in yellow.The upland contains the dune.  The dune is the vegetated portion of the beach, which provides elevation to protect areas behind it against surge and waves.The berm is the flat portion of the beach in front of the dune.  This represents the flat, dry beach.The image in the lower left corner shows the same beach cross-section, but also illustrates the habitats across an idealized barrier island.  This representation shows, how in some areas the island can have an overwash fan, rather than a continuous dune[animation]



COASTAL FEATURES DEFINED

Contrast with 
modern Absecon 
Island, NJ

Idealized 
depiction of 
undeveloped 
barrier island

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Barrier islands today are often not represented by the idealized barrier island.  The following is an aerial image of Absecon island.  You can contrast the built environment with the idealized depiction of a barrier island, and understand that many of the natural processes have been affected by human activity. 



COASTAL STORM RISK MANAGEMENT 
POLICY

CSRM Mission has evolved over time, from two specific 
objectives, into one purpose:
1930:  Corps Authorized to undertake “Shore Erosion Control Studies”

1955:  Corps Authorized to undertake “Hurricane and Abnormal Tidal 
Flood Protection”

1986:  Two Mission Areas combined into Coastal Storm Damage 
Reduction (Now Coastal Storm Risk Management)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will provide a brief introduction to the Corps authorities for doing CSRM.  This will not be an extensive review but provide the basicsThe Corps CSRM mission has evolved over time.originally the Corps’ coastal program was defined as 2 separate and distinct purposes.In 1930, the corps was authorized to participate in studies for addressing shore erosion control.  So at the beginning, the Corps single purpose for coastal projects was addressing erosion.  Following a series of hurricanes in the early 1950’s there was a realization that flooding due to hurricanes was a significant problem.  In 1955, Congress authorized the Corps to consider protection against flooding due to hurricanes.Following this authorization in 1955, the Corps conducted studies that looked at these 2 damage mechanisms separately, and formulated plans to address erosion, and separate plans to address inundation.The separate programs changed as a result of WRDA 1986.  this was a significant piece of legislation for defining how the corps conducts coastal studies, and changed many things. WRDA 1986 combined these 2 separate purposes into 1 objective of coastal storm damage reduction.  The Corps no longer formulated separately for different purposes.  The name has evolved since this time, and there have been further refinements in law – but the big shift in how things are done is based upon wrda 86.Its important to recognize the history of how the Corps did coastal planning, because we still have projects today that were formulated, authorized, and constructed based upon an earlier set of rules.  Some of these are projects that are being revisited today, to consider how they should be modified to improve their performance. It is also important because a number of the rules / policies that we need to abide by today were originally developed for one purpose or the other.  As a result some of the requirements today, are still based upon the the underlying purpose.



PLANNING TASKS

Scoping: problems and opportunities

Plan Formulation

Deciding: evaluation and comparison

Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now transitioning into describing the problems and opportunities.



SCOPING: PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES

• Short-Term and Long-Term Processes
• Extratropical and Tropical Storms
• Storm Characteristics & Damage Mechanisms
• Geologic Considerations

– Atlantic Coast & Gulf Coast
– Pacific Coast
– Great Lakes
– Tidal Estuaries
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In describing the problems and opportunities, we’ll cover the following topics shown here: - processes affecting the coast – which can include short-term, storm driven process, and longer-term processes. - there are 2 types of storms that affect the coast, which we will describe - we’ll discuss the characteristics of these storms, and the different damage mechanisms - finally, we’ll discuss some of the different considerations, along different coasts of the US – given the fundamentally different geology.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a busy slide that may take some time to digest.It shows the scale of time on the x-axis, and it shows the scale of the effects on the y-axis.We tend to focus on storm events that affect the coast, and what’s happening [the 2 types of storms we discussed show up here on the slide] – but its important to note that there are many influences at work along the coast.Some of these actions can be very short duration, large scale events such as earthquakes – there are also longer-term processes, such as El Nino weather patterns (which can alter storm intensity and frequency) , seasonal beach cycles (which are changes in the beach condition due to seasonal weather patterns), cultural influences (affects of human activities), and sea level rise.  We will touch upon some of these longer-term processes as we walk through these slides.The take-away from this slide is that there are storm-driven changes along the coast, as well as other longer-term processes.[turn over to Donald Cresitello]



STORMS
TROPICAL VS. EXTRATROPICAL
Both originate as low pressure systems – CCW wind in northern hemisphere

Tropical cyclones
• Rotating, organized system of clouds and thunderstorms
• Originate over tropical or subtropical (i.e., warm) water – Atlantic 

hurricanes typically originate off west coast of Africa
• Grade from “Depression” (wind speed < 39 MPH through “Major hurricane 

(wind speed > 110 MPH)

Extra-tropical cyclones
• Form along fronts in higher latitudes, commonly over land, no warm water 

core
• Nor’easters and winter storms are extra-tropical cyclones
• “Typically” larger area, less intense wind speed, longer duration over any 

one area compared to tropical cyclones (but “exceptions are the rule”)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here – we show the differences between 2 types of storms.



Storm Effects:
• Inundation
• Erosion
• Waves
• Wind – we do not/cannot reduce wind risk (that’s the job of building codes)

Important Long-Term Trends
• Long-Term Erosion / Accretion (Sediment Imbalances)
• Sea Level Change

PROBLEM AND OPPORTUNITIES
DAMAGE MECHANISMS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both tropical and extratropical storms have similar effects.Storms result in both wind damage and water damage.  It is important to note that coastal projects do not address wind damages.Both tropical and extratropical storms result in flooding, or inundation due to storm surge.  Storm surge is the abnormal rise in water level above the predicted astronomical tide level.These storms also result in waves, and the combined effects of surge and waves, result in erosion.   Background erosion may exist in non storm scenarios and may also result in damages.It is also important to note that hurricanes and extratropical storms that produce flooding due to storm surge can also bring large amounts of rainfall that also contributes to flooding and potential inundation.As we highlighted in an earlier slide –   - 2 important, long-term considerations are the long term erosion or accretion trends – which can be caused by natural shoreline orientation or human manipulation.  - also important as a long-term consideration is sea level change  (we emphasize change, since there are portions of the US where glacial rebound is large enough that sea level is actually dropping.  



INUNDATION
o Storm Surge 
o Wave Runup
o Precipitation
o Astronomical/King Tides
o Sea Level Rise

Sandy (2012) vs. Florence (2018)
Storm surge inundation in both 
events.  But Sandy’s damage was 
primarily from storm surge.  In 
some locations inundation from 
Florence was primarily the result 
of extreme precipitation.  Storm 
surge was also a major contributor.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inundation can be caused by a number of factors (read the five listed on the slide)This slide compares and contrasts the flooding due to storm surge vs. rainfall.The graph on the right shows high water events in NYC.  This slide illustrates the different contributors to the total water elevation.As you can see from the slide – surge is one contributor to the water elevation.  The impact of a storm does depend on the height of the tide at the time a storm hits.  A coastal storm with a storm surge of 3 feet at low tide in a location with a tide range of 6 feet would most likely result in little to no inundation.As shown on this figure, it is also possible to show how much sea level change (in dark blue) has contributed to the water level heights associated with a storm.The graphic shows high water events, by total water height, its important to note there are other storms that have impacted the NY area that have had high storm surge, but since the storm hit at low-tide, the effect was much lower, and it did not make this chart.



INUNDATION 
DAMAGES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows several examples of inundation, due to storm surge.  Hurricane Sandy in NJ in the lower left and NYC in the upper right.



EROSION 
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 Erosion is the wearing down of land by wind, water, and other 
geological agents.

 Erosion is unique since it is both a damage mechanism produced 
by storms and an ongoing coastal process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As highlighted on this slide – erosion is a result of storm events, but can also be caused by everyday events.Erosion is the loss of the upland or beach areas as a result of the storm forces.



WAVE ATTACK
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The direct impact of waves 
impacting a building or 
structure.  A 3 foot wave 
breaking directly on a 
structure can completely 
damage a building.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As described on this slide – wave attack, or wave effects are the direct impact of waves acting on structures or infrastructureWave effects consider the damage that can be caused by these waves breaking on a structure.As storm surge increases, the effects of waves is greater – larger waves are able to propagate further inland, and the elevation of the top of a wave is higher.



Combined Storm Effects

Mantoloking, NJ (Hurricane Sandy)

• The combined effects of tides, surge, waves, and erosion 
can result in overtopping.

• Overtopping that is severe enough can result in 
overwash or breaching.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we describe coastal effects – we tend to describe the processes separately – as inundation, erosion, and waves.The reality is that if the water and waves are high enough, it can result in overtopping of the existing landform.  Overtopping is the flow of water due to the combination of surge and waves.If this overtopping is large enough – it results in the lowering of a dune, overwash of sand, and can ultimately result in a breach of the barrier island – which is essentially the creation of a new inlet.This picture of Mantoloking, NJ shows an area where the beach overtopped, and ultimately resulted in a breach.  The shoreline prior to Hurricane Sandy was incredibly narrow and lacked a federally constructed beach berm and dune.



COASTAL FLOOD FREQUENCY AND SEA LEVEL 19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide, courtesy of Dr. David Kriebel of the US Naval Academy, shows how the frequency of coastal water levels could be impacted by sea level change.  This is a relatively simple analysis based on re-projecting observed data under the principle of linear superposition, but in some cases the simpler techniques are sufficient (more on that later).  The example shows that the water level that has a 2% of occurring each year today can become a monthly event in a relatively short time, even in areas without particularly rapid subsidence.This illustrates how, over time the effect of storms can increase as a result of Relative SLC.An analysis like this is important for coastal studies – to be able to communicate how Relative SLC, and different scenarios of RSLC  affect the performance of projects.  Each ongoing study requires a Climate Preparedness and Readiness CoP certified policy reviewer as well as a CPR CoP certified reviewer on the ATR Team.  There are good, relatively simple examples of how to communicate the expected change in performance over time in response to different scenarios.
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ESTIMATES OF FUTURE SEA LEVEL CHANGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing the historical rates of change is not enough, however.  Some concept of the future expected change is required as well.  Here we see several estimates of the plausible future range of global sea level rise over 100-year periods, from various sources.  Note that the IPCC estimates do not include the contribution from melting ice sheets.  The USACE accepted range of plausible future change is shown at right, and is bounded by the other estimates.



SEA LEVEL CHANGE AND DATUMS
Sea Level Change 
• ER 1100-2-8162, INCORPORATING SEA LEVEL CHANGE IN CIVIL WORKS PROGRAMS
• ETL 1110-2-1, PROCEDURES TO EVALUATE SEA LEVEL CHANGE: IMPACTS, RESPONSES, AND 

ADAPTATION 

Sea-Level Change Curve Calculator (Version 2017.55) 
http://corpsmapu.usace.army.mil/rccinfo/slc/slcc_calc.html

Datums
• ER 1110-2-8160, POLICIES FOR REFERENCING PROJECT ELEVATION GRADES TO NATIONWIDE 

VERTICAL DATUMS

Sea Level Tracker  
https://maps.crrel.usace.army.mil/projects/rcc/portal.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide highlights important considerations for considering sea level changeER & ETL provide the current guidance for accounting for sea level change.  We will not go into all the details here on the application of RSLC.The Sea-level change curve calculator is an interactive site that allows the user to pull up projected sea level change curves at NOAA tide gauge stations.Another point I’d like to make about SLC is ensuring that we are using the correct datum.  In CSRM, studies and projects should be using NAVD88.  We have some legacy efforts that are using an older datum – but the emphasis is ensuring that we are collectively using NAVD88. Paragraph 4 specifies the different datums associated with different project typesThis slide highlights 2 different weblinks of available resources from the Climate COP.The figure on the bottom shows the sea level rise curves from the sea level change curve calculator, and shows the 3 different Corps projections of low, intermediate, and high (curves), which the guidance requires us to consider in planning. One highlight of this tool is that it allows for the user to display not only the Corps projections of RSLC, but also allows the user to display estimates of RSLC from local governments.  In this case, we are showing sea level rise scenarios that NYC has adopted, shown as the vertical bars.  This is a nice features which allows for easy communication on how Corps projections of RSLC compare to other projections. We won’t go further into evaluating SLR at this point in the presentation – but we will return to this topic later in the presentation to discuss some of the nuances of how RSLC is considered in different iterations of planning.The Sea Level Tracker illustrates how sea level has changed over time and also how it is tracking relative to scenarios that begin in 1992. 

http://corpsmapu.usace.army.mil/rccinfo/slc/slcc_calc.html
https://maps.crrel.usace.army.mil/projects/rcc/portal.html


QUOTE TIDAL INLETS
WHAT A PLANNER NEEDS TO KNOW
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• Inlets and shorelines interact - they are parts of a system
• Hydraulically complex, rarely “stable”
• Inlets convey tidewater between ocean and back bays – 24 hrs/day
• Tidal circulation “flushes” the bays – water quality (GOOD)
• During storms, inlets convey storm surge that floods back bays (BAD)
• Inlets can trap significant quantities of sand
• CG (shore protection) vs O&M (navigation) – one system,

two checkbooks
• Small nav projects – no funding for dredging (low budgetary priority)

"The improvement of an inlet on a sandy coast is one of the most difficult problems in 
harbor engineering, and its cost and uncertainty are so great that it should only be 
attempted when necessary to improve the approach to some great port of commerce.”

Major C. W. Raymond
Report to the Chief of Engineers, August 1892

(Examination of Barnegat Inlet, Entrance and Harbor, New Jersey)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We highlighted that there are storm driven processes, and long-term processes.In the slide with the yellow boxes – we highlighted “cultural influences”, and in the next slide we highlighted “ long-term sediment imbalances”.This slides speaks to this topic, specifically with tidal inlets.  Along the coast, there are a number of inlets, most have been stabilized for purposes of navigation.  If you pay attention to the photos in this deck – there are often pictures of tidal inlets – because they often contribute to the CSRM problems on adjacent beaches.These inlets interact with the adjacent shoreline, and are part of the overall coastal system.  This photo in the background shows Barnegat Inlet, and illustrates some of the affects of inlets.Read bullets.



GEOGRAPHIC / GEOLOGIC DIFFERENCES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transitioning to the discussion of geology – The prior slides discussed types of storms, and the physical drivers along the coast.  We now want to transition to how the coastal settings are different.This is very important – there are many instances where we pull a report, or analysis, model from one study, and try to apply it to another – but there needs to be a recognition that the underlying drivers can be vastly different depending upon where you are.Similar to other topics – we are just scratching the surface on some of the key differences.  As a planner – work with the coastal experts in your district.
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ATLANTIC & GULF TECTONIC FRAMEWORK
• Trailing edge coast (moving away from mid-ocean 

spreading center)
• Broad continental shelf and platform with low slopes → 

room for sediment accumulation and storage
• Sed. not compartmentalized → longshore movement 100s 

or 1000s km
• Sed. is ancient, recycled shelf and coastal deposits, 

minimal new sand from Appalachians
• Storm surges more likely than on steep coast

24

From USGS

From USGS

MS delta

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In describing geology – we’ll remind you of your earth science experience and plate tectonics.  In the unites states – there is a fundamental difference between the east coast and west coast.You may remember in the atlantic ocean there is a spreading center that is slowly moving north America to the west, and no plate edges along most of the east coast.  As a result, the east coast is a very old coast in geological terms – and is defined as a trailing edge coast.  This description also includes the gulf coast.What this means is that over the years, the mountains on the east coast have eroded and the shorelines have been eroded which delivered large amounts of sand into the ocean.  Presently, there is little contribution of sand from erosion of the mountains.  This has resulted in a large continental shelf – or an area of relatively shallow water that extends offshore.  This is shown in the figure on the right.The figure on the left shows the broad continental shelf along the gulf coast, which also has the influence of the long-term formation of the Mississippi delta, another complex process that we will not highlight today.The bottom line is that along the east coast because of the geology and the large platform – there tends to be long sandy beaches, and sediment that is conveyed over long distances in the sediment transport system.  There are big differences as you move from north to south because of the affect of glaciers that we will not get into today.A very important take-away is that this broad continental shelf greatly influences the effects of storms, and particularly storm surge.   As a storm approaches the coast, it is pushed into a smaller area.  Since the water is shallow – the surge is funneled.  This results in much larger surge affects than in locations where there is a steeper offshore.If you have been following recent hurricanes you have heard of surge predicitions of 6 ft, 10 ft, 13 ft.  This amount of surge can be observed as a result of these stroms.
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PACIFIC TECTONIC FRAMEWORK
• Leading edge coast (faces trench)
• Usually steep, narrow continental shelf and limited 

platform for sed. accumulation
• Sediment compartmentalized, limited lateral movement 

(except Columbia R.)
• Sediment young, only centuries?

– (Comes from mountain, temporary residence in coastal 
zone, then moves off the shelf)

• Volcanism, earthquakes

25

From National Atlas

From USGS

Much narrower 
continental shelf 
than Atlantic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving to the Pacific Coast – this slide highlights the major differences between the Atlantic Coast and Pacific Coast.Unlike the east coast – the west coast is in a convergent zone.  You can see from the figure, this is where the plates are coming together, and the result is on plate is sliding beneath the other.This defines the pacific coast as a leading edge coast.As a leading edge coast there tends to be a very steep, narrow continental shelf (shown in the figure on the right) – since there is limited platform for sediment accumulation, this results in more compartmentalized beaches.  The west coast tends to also have a greater amount of bluff formationsAlong the west coast – there still is contribution from river systems – but as it moves into the ocean it can be lost off the shelf.To contrast this to the east coast – since it is a very narrow continental shelf – storm surge is a less dominant factor on the west coast, since there is less of a funneling effect.As a result – waves and erosion tend to be a much more dominant force on the west coast.Also due to the size of the Pacific Ocean, wave size and wave effects can be much greater than the east coast.We haven’t forgotten that Alaska and Hawaii are part of the west coast – Alaska does represent 1/3 of the coast of the U.S. – but in the interest of time, we won’t be going into detail on these locations, which have their own unique influences.What is important to make note of – is many of the tools developed for coastal planning / engineering have been developed based upon the east coast geological framework – and early consideration in a study is essential to determine if those tools are applicable to the west coast, or if site specific tools are needed. 



TECTONIC FRAMEWORK, GREAT LAKES
• Glacially-eroded ancient continental platform → minimal 

new sed. from inland
• Bedrock outcrops (Canadian Shield)
• Cohesive glacial till, highly erodible, variety of grain size 

(boulder to clay)
• No tides, ice, fresh water → different biology than ocean 

coasts
• Typically limited fetch, no swell → beaches do not 

recover as well after storms
L. MICHIGAN, LINCOLN 
TOWNSHIP, MIL. ERIE, EVANS, NY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The great lakes is significantly different from the east coast and west coast.The great lakes are glacially impacted, and can have huge variability in shoreline types – beaches, dunes, bluffs, bedrock.The driving forces on the great lakes are dramatically different – 1 – freshwater, no tides2 – since these are smaller water bodies, the waves are fetch-limited3 – we mentioned previously the seasonal differences – this is less obvious because of the fact that waves are fetch limited.Instead – 1 – great lakes has the issue of long-term lake level changes.2 – lake levels are a complicated process of rainfall, and evaporation, considering ice-cover.  Future climate change predictions forecast long-term lake level lowering, rather than increases.3 – great lakes have ice, which needs to be considered in planning and design4 – great lakes are subject to an effect known as seiching – where the water piles up on one side of the lake due to winds, and then sloshes back – resulting in high water elevations.Bottom line – if you are on the great lakes – be aware of these differences.



Estuarine Morphology and Processes

River forces vs.
• Tidal Forces with

o Waves 
o Wind

• Geologic setting

Estuary:  semi-enclosed body of 
water having a opening to the 
open ocean within which sea 
water is measurably diluted with 
fresh water from river input 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last area we wanted to cover is the estuary setting.Estuaries exist on all the coasts we just covered.What’s important to note is that the forces in an estuary are driven by the adjacent water body – for example - if you are on the east coast – you need to be concerned about surge.However, the forces within estuaries are dampened due to their connection.In these situations – tend to be lesser tides, surge effects, wave effects, erosion.  At some point, as the wave forces get smaller and inundation is the primary mechanism – it is possible to apply concepts of FRM in formulation. 



QUESTIONS?
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PLANNING TASKS

Scoping: problems and opportunities

Plan Formulation

Deciding: evaluation and comparison

Implementation

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Jeff Gebert]



PLAN FORMULATION

On the open coast, the solution is easily identified in the 
first iteration, tried and true focused array, but as 
recognition of vulnerability broadens, solving problems 
becomes more complex. 

In tidal estuaries (“back bays”) the solution may not be as 
easily recognizable in the first iteration.
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ALTERNATIVES / MEASURES
Alternative Overview:
o Nonstructural Measures
o “Soft” Structural Measures (Sand is an NNBF)
o “Hard” Structural (steel, concrete, stone, etc.)
o Innovative Methods

• Natural and Nature Based Features 
• Policy and Programmatic Measures

31



Nonstructural Measures
 Moving what gets damaged, rather than moving 

the water 

3 Categories of Nonstructural
• Land Management 
• Acquisition and Relocation
• Building Retrofits (Elevating and Flood-proofing)



CSRM TWISTS ON NONSTRUCTURAL

• Few instances of nonstructural plans implemented by 
Corps along US coasts, compared to number of sand 
(“berm and dune”) or structural CSRM projects

• Generally building retrofits are most common types of 
Corps nonstructural Plans

• Building retrofits are not applicable in highly erosive areas 
(elevation doesn’t meet objectives if land is eroded).   

• Acquisition (buyouts) very rarely supported.  In many 
coastal settings, very high cost of land compared to 
structure value.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides some details on NS plans in the coastal setting. - in all – there are very few instances of NS plans being implemented along the coast, compared to other types of solutions.   - there are a number of examples of building retrofit plans that have been recommended / authorized / constructed, and primarily include the elevation of homes. - Most of these examples of NS elevations are in locations that are subject to tidal flooding, but where erosion is not a primary problem – especially in estuaries.  Elevating a building is not effective if the land under the building is eroded away. - In areas of erosion – the only type of NS solution is acquisition.  These plans are very infrequently shown to be the NED Plan, economically supported, or locally supported – this is primarily due to the high cost of the land required for acquisition.  Up to 80% of the cost of shorefront property in many locations is the value of the land.There may be locations where this does not hold true – but you should be aware that the high cost of RE makes acquisition infeasible.



SOFT STRUCTURAL SOLUTION 

Beach Fill Measures

• Soft Solution

• Mimics Nature (“NNBF”)

• Reversible

• Must Be Replaced

Includes:
• Beach Fill
• Beach and Dune Fill
• Sand bypassing



PERIODIC NOURISHMENT

• Volume

• Interval

• Suitable Material

 Formulated as least cost over a specific period of time 
(Trade-off:  Volume vs. Frequency of Nourishment)

Monmouth Beach, New Jersey 
(background) 
and Sea Bright (foreground)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nourishment – Fill placed at intervals of time to replenish material eroded from the design beach section.  Then, talk about “advanced nourishment”.



BORROW SOURCES
• How much sand needed? 
• Initial Fill, 50 yr periodic nourishment, storm repair/restore
• How far away is the Borrow Area (distance=$$$$)
• Quality of the Sand: Grain Size, Color
• Compatibility Analyses (native sand vs borrow material)

Borrow Areas
• Offshore (larger projects >100,000 cys)
• Inlets/Navigation Channels
• Backpassing/Bypassing from adjacent beaches
• Upland – truckfill from pits & quarries



REPLACING SAND OVER
PROJECT LIFE CYCLE

Renourishment (Cost-Shared)
• Fill placed at intervals to replace material eroded from the 

design beach
Maintenance (Non-Federal Responsibility)
• Local monitoring, and sand recontouring between 

nourishment cycles (defined in OMRR&R Manual)
Bypassing & Backpassing (Varies)
• Plants generally considered as O&M (non-Fed)
• Can be cost-shared if shown to be more economical than 

periodic renourishment
Emergency Repairs (Federal)
• Projects are eligible for repairs under PL 84-99  / FCCE if 

impacted by an “extraordinary storm”  



ALTERNATIVE PROTECTIVE 
MEASURES 

3 Categories of Hard Structures
 Coastal Armoring structures

• Reduce risk of loss of upland

 Beach Stabilization structures
• Reduce erosion rates, periodic nourishment qty.

 Navigation structures 
• Stabilize navigation channels



STRUCTURAL MEASURES 

Armoring

• Seawalls

• Revetments

• Buried seawalls

• Bulkheads

• Levees

• Floodwalls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give definition of each.



Revetment Bulkhead

Seawall



STRUCTURAL MEASURES

Shoreline Stabilization
• Breakwaters

• Groins

• T-Groins



NAVIGATION STRUCTURES

NACCS Graphics
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Jetties Breakwater
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MOVEABLE STORM SURGE BARRIERS
Gate Design Options

Floating Sector Gate

Sector and Sluice Gates

Sluice Gates

Tainter Gates



QUESTIONS?
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PLANNING TASKS

• Scoping: problems and opportunities

• Plan Formulation

• Deciding: evaluation and comparison

• Implementation
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DECIDING: EVALUATION AND COMPARISON

 Evaluation of CSRM is typically NED, and selected based 
upon plans that reasonably maximize net benefits

 Evaluation of NER, RED, OSE can be done, but is less 
common in studies

 Economic and engineering analyses must be risk based, 
addressing RISK and uncertainty in input parameters and 
incorporating life cycle considerations.

 Many categories of benefits, typically include:
 Reduced damages to buildings and contents
 Emergency costs avoided
 Loss of Land
 Recreation (which is an NED benefit)

 Evaluating costs and benefits can be modeling intensive 
for both engineering and economics
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ENGINEERING MODELS
Modelling to represent: 
• Water Elevations 
• Waves
• Beach response to storms
• Currents and Inlet Processes
• Long-shore Sediment Transport (Shoreline Change)
• Sediment Budget

Wind
models

Surge models 
(adcirc)

Waves 
(STWave)

Cross-shore 
response 
(SBEACH)

Alongshore 
Response
(GENESIS)

Beach-Fx
(lifecycle)

Regional Models Exist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are not going to go into a lot of details on the engineering modelling – but we did want to highlight some of the tools that are important and are applied for coastal storm risk managemet studies.We have highlighted some of the effects that are modelled and some of the tools used to model these processes, but by no means is this an exhaustive list of the available engineering tools.    There are a number of Corps-developed models that are available for application, as well as coastal models developed outside the Corps.What’s important to note is that the different models build upon each other.Model forcing begins with development of wind fields.  These wind fields feed into models that are used to generate water heights (surge).  The wind fields and surge models feed into the wave modelling.  We have put a big red box around this collection of models because there is a push to establish regional models that provide this information, so when you are working on a study there is information to build off of – and also a consistent application of this driving information.For the northeast region, this information was generated by NACCS, and is available on-line.  There is a push to have this information available for more regions, as well.The two boxes to the right show the evaluation of the morphological response.Things are constantly evolving – but the typical practice is to look at the cross-shore response using one model – how does the beach profile respond during a storm – how much does the dune lower or the beach narrow.We tend to use separate models to evaluate how the shoreline responds in plan view.  This takes into consideration how sand moves along the coast.On this slide – we highlight that all of these inputs ultimately feed into the Beach-fx model.Beach-fx is often referred to as an economics model, but it’s a model that tracks benefits, as well as generates costs over the project lifecycle.One item that is listed here, which is not an engineering model, but is rather an engineering tool is a sediment budget.  Sediment budgets are a very important tool that engineers and planners use to describe the movement of material in the system.  We wont go into further detail – but make note that its important tool used in the study.



PLANNING MODELS
• There is presently 1 approved model for CSRM:  Beach-fx
• HEC – FDA is an approved model for FRM that can be 

applied for CSRM studies, primarily where inundation is the 
dominant damage mechanism (but model requires 
manipulation)

• G2CRM is a model under development by USACE. Similar to 
HEC-FDA, but incorporating life-cycle analysis

Beach-fx, G2CRM, HEC-FDA require:
o Structure Inventory
o Damage Functions (distinguish between different functions)
o Engineering inputs (extensive for Beach-fx)
o Assumptions about FWOP and FWP, rebuilds, renourishment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk to what uncertainties remain



WHICH ECONOMIC MODEL DO WE USE?
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ECONOMIC STUDIES

• Structure ID
• Location/Address
• Structure Value
• Content Ratio
• Damage Category

• Depth-Damage Function
• First Floor Stage
• Ground Stage
• Coordinates
• Stream Station

Structure Inventory Data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each structure in the study area is represented  The characteristics listed are used to assess how much water enters the structure, and the percentage value of the structure damaged.Historical data has been collected and is periodically updated to reflect the relationship between stage, how high the water is, and the damage to the structure.The first graph shows the relationship between stage of the flood, and percent damage to the structure. The second graph shows that the damage estimate includes the structure itself and the contents within it.



STRUCTURE DAMAGE

Damage as a percentage of 
structure value



ECONOMIC MODELING 
FRAMEWORK

Riverine studies:
• Develop a frequency 

discharge relationship

• Develop a stage discharge 
relation

• Derive a stage frequency 
relationship

• Derive relationship for:
• Water level and damages

• Model for Damages

Coastal studies:
• Develop storm input parameters

• Develop relationships for:
• water level and damages
• Erosion response and damages
• wave height and damages

• Consider lifecycle response
• Cumulative effects of storms & 

recovery
• Emergency response after storms
• Sea level change
• Rebuilding
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BEACH-FX ECONOMIC OUTPUTS

Box and Whisker Plot of BCRs 
at Varying Nourishment 
Intervals

FWOP Damages 



UNCERTAINTIES IN ECONOMICS

 Sea level change 
• Timing of the water surface increase

 Future with and without project 
• Rebuilds, nourishment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uncertainties in Engineering storm inputs – severity of storms, frequency of storms, SLRUncertainty in response – how accurately do the models represent storm response – big differences different coastal settingsWihtout a project – what would the human response be?  Will local communities protect themselves?  If so, how?  What assistance does FEMA provide?  Are homewoners allowed to rebuild?  Will building codes change?With a project – what will be the cycle of renourishment – how does uncertainty in storms impact future costs and benefits 



ITERATIONS

ALL STUDIES ARE DIFFERENT
INCORPORATE STEPWISE PLANNING AS YOU 

ELIMINATE CRITICAL UNCERTAINTIES

1st iteration – Planning with knowledge in the room (within 30 days)
Helps the PDT understand what they don’t know

2nd iteration – Planning with knowledge from others (within 90 
days) 

Focuses on reducing the most significant uncertainties

3rd iteration – Planning with analysis based on risk and uncertainty 
to select the tentatively selected plan (TSP) (within 1 year)

Relies on detailed analysis undertaken as part of the 
evidence gathering and uncertainty reduction process
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COASTAL TEXAS - ITERATIONS

1st iteration – Planning with knowledge in the room 
Individual measures were qualitatively screened for their capability to 
meet objectives while avoiding or minimizing the study constraints.
Developed Focused Array for AMM

2nd iteration – Planning with knowledge from others  
Applied metrics to compare differences among alternatives
• Performance – Compare the Without Project Condition 
• Cost – First cost estimate
• Impacts – Direct and Indirect estimates

3rd iteration – Analysis based on risk & uncertainty to select the TSP 
Eliminated meaningful uncertainty

• HEC FDA with project benefit estimates
• Refined Cost estimates to address uncertainties in key features
• Environmental impacts refined with AdH modeling of gate feature
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1ST ITERATION: CSRM ALTERNATIVES

Features
Bolivar 
Roads
(Alt. A)

Texas City
Gate (Alt. 

B)
Mid-bay
(Alt. C)

Upper 
HSC

(Alt. D1)

Upper 
HSC

(Alt. D1)
Galveston Sea Wall X X X X X

Galveston Ring levee X X X X X

Gates, navigation and environmental X X X X X

Clear Lake and Dickinson Bayou X X X X

Dickinson Bay X X X

GIWW near High Island X

Non-structural Improvements
Galveston Island X

West side of upper Galveston Bay X X X

Levees/Flood Walls
Galveston Island (Sea Wall to San Luis 

Pass)
X

Bolivar Peninsula to High Island to
near Winnie

X X

West side of Upper Galveston Bay
levee/flood wall

X X

Texas City Hurricane Flood Protection
extension inland to west

X X X X

Texas City
Dike improvements X

Texas City Hurricane Flood Protection
improvements along shore

X X X X



2nd ITERATION: SAMPLE ALTERNATIVE 



COASTAL TEXAS - ITERATIONS

2nd iteration – Planning with knowledge from 
others  
Applied metrics to compare differences among 
alternatives
• Performance – Compare the Without Project 

Condition 
• Cost – First cost estimate
• Impacts – Direct and Indirect estimates
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2nd ITERATION: ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
STRUCTURES IN AND OUT OF THE WITH PROJECT AREA 



3RD ITERATION –
REFINE ANALYSIS TO CHOOSE TSP 

Alt A (TSP) Alt D2 
• Region wide CSRM system focusing on all benefit 

categories, Measured and Unmeasurable

• Provides risk reduction to the regions critical navigation 
features

• Potential Induced Damages focused in areas where 
structures are already raised. 

• Maintains the regions critical landscape features

• Provides risk reduction the regions evaluation routes 

• System can easily be adapted to address extreme events 
due the bay’s storage capacity. 

• The Galveston Ring levee is only needed to address wind 
driven surges from the north. 

• As the regions population expands westward and eastward 
the system provides some level of risk reduction.

• Region wide CSRM system focusing on dense industrial and 
commercial benefit area

• Leaves the regions critical navigation features outside of the 
system

• Potential Induced Damages focused in areas where surge 
can flank the system. 

• System could be closed off to address nuisance flooding if 
RSLR becomes an issue.

• As the regions population expands westward and eastward 
the system leaves the population out of the system and 
increases risk of induced damage

• The Galveston Ring levee potential has to be built to a 
higher elevation/standard due to the fact it is trying to 
address induced stages risk and wind driven surges from the 
north.  

• Under extreme events when the system is overtopped the 
area is immediately inundated increasing the life safety risk



COASTAL TEXAS - ITERATIONS

3rd iteration – Analysis based on risk 
& uncertainty to select the TSP 

Eliminated meaningful uncertainty
• HEC FDA with project benefit 

estimates
• Refined Cost estimates to address 

uncertainties in key features
• Environmental impacts refined with 

AdH modeling of gate feature
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QUESTIONS?
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PLANNING TASKS
• Scoping: problems and opportunities

• Plan Formulation

• Deciding: evaluation and comparison

• Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll now transition into a presentation of some of the policy issues.  We will also touch upon environmental considerations, and some specifics of RIDM.



POLICY ISSUES SPECIFIC TO CSRM

• Cost Sharing
• Public access
• Recreation
• Environmental considerations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the key policy issues we will cover today



COST SHARING

Costs Allocated to Category of Benefiting Property
• Borrow area not part of project area
• Insignificant Benefits to Private Shores Outside Project Limits Not Subject 

to Cost Sharing

Categories based on Ownership and Use
Type of Benefit also influences cost-sharing

• Private Developed Shores, where use is limited to private interest
• Private Developed Shores, where use is open to the public
• Federal Shores
• Non-Federal Public Shores (Park and Conservation Areas)
• Undeveloped Private Shores

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many rules to cost-sharing – this is just a basic overview about how the type of shoreline influences cost sharingYou can see that we generally consider 5 types of shorelinesAnd the project area is based upon where the shore work is being done – outside areas do not factor in – incl borrow / adjacent areas.



COST SHARING

All costs assigned to protection of:

• Private Shores, with Public Use:  Cost-shared 65% Federal 

• Private Shores, with Private Use:  All costs are non-Federal

• Federal Shores:  All costs are Federal agency cost

• Non-Federal Public Shores:  Cost-Shared 50% Federal
• (Assumption is primary benefit is loss of recreation outputs)

• Undeveloped Private Lands:  All Costs are non-Federal
• (Regardless of Use)
• (Assumption is benefits derived from land loss)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottom line of this slide is:In order for the Corps to cost-share activities there needs to be public access.  If there is not public access – costs are borne as non-federal.The cost share also changes based upon the type of shoreline.Now – our recent work – has confirmed that the rationale for the cost sharing is not based solely on ownership, but is really based upon what is the source of benefits.As an example – SSSI – small amount of NPS property that was needed to provide a continuous line for a seawall.  The beenfits are not derived from the NPS property – and the cost-sharing was not adjusted.The assumptions for the adjustments in cost-sharing are based upon the assumption that:1 – in parks – the benefits are generated from recreational activities2 – undeveloped lands – benefits are derived form loss of land.There are many different examples, over time across the country where this has been applied.Understand the underlying basis for the rule.  Work with your attorneys and the vertical team.



Public Access, consistent with recreational use of the area
• Access Points must be no more than ½ mile apart
• Open to all visitors
• Adequate parking, or alternative to parking

Non-Fed Sponsor prepares public access plan

If access requirements are not met, feature is considered privately 
owned and constructed at full non-federal expense

PUBLIC ACCESS IS REQUIRED FOR
COST-SHARING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in the prior slide, we indicated that public access is a requirement for cost-sharing.Public access has 3 main requirements – 1) Requirement for access points every half mile  (Do not have to walk more than ¼ mile to reach any point)2) (Not limited to a segment of the public, including residents, or beach clubs / hotels)3) Adequate parking needs to be providedAn important note – easements used for the placement of sand – also allow anyone to recreate on the beach in the area where sand is placed.Read bulletsOne note for current planning process - Challenge to have a fully developed public access plan by TSP – features / scope may not be fully defined – sponsors who are concerned about overcommitting before details are developed.The approach we have used where existing public access may not meet our requirements - is to not be specific on cost-sharing, and advise the public that cost-sharing is subject to meeting the public access requirements.



Formulation is based on Storm Damage Reduction Benefits

• Recreation is an NED benefit
• Recreation benefits are incidental in the formulation 

process, and not the primary purpose

• Recreation can be used in combination with damage 
reduction benefits for project justification

• Incidental = No separable construction costs are required 
to achieve recreation benefits

• Recreation cannot be more than 50% of benefits required 
for justification

• Total recreation benefits used once the plan                         
is selected.

RECREATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recreation ties into public access.  When we are doing studies – if there are recreation benefits claimed – the usage needs to match the public access plan – specifically as it relates to parking and public transportation.When we formulate for CSRM – we can consider recreation and recreation is an ned benefit, but recreation has to be incidental, and cannot be the primary purpose.So what does this mean:  read bullets.However – important note – benefits are limited for plan selection.  When we are reporting BCR and Net benefits – total recreation benefits can be claimed.



ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
CSRM PROJECTS

CSRM requires the typical NEPA and permitting, with 
some unique requirements.  

• Coastal Zone Management Act
• Coastal Barrier Resource Act (CBRA)
• Magnuson-Stevens Act  - Essential Fish Habitats

• Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
• Clean Air Act
• National Historic Preservation Act
• Endangered Species Act
• Migratory Bird Conservation Act

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The environmental requirements for coastal planning is similar to all other studies.There are several statutes that we encounter in the coastal setting that we wanted to call attention to.Coastal Zone Management ActMagnuson-Stevens Act  - Essential Fish HabitatsCoastal Barrier Resource Act (CBRA)CZM – Is a Federal law that delegates authority to the states.  The coastal states have developed policies that the Corps needs to address in our planning.This law is obviously interpreted differently by each state, and some states have established restrictive policies on what can be done.  States also allow local governments to develop their own site-specific policies which can be more or less restrictive than the state policies.In formulation – although CZM is a federal statute – the state polices are considered to be a local law, and are not considered as a constraint in our project planning.This can present a challenge in working with your sponsor.  The resolution of this issue requires that we formulate to the NED standard independent of the state or local policy, and if the sponsor desires a different plan – this needs to be considered as a LPP.The CBRA is also a very important piece of legislation that needs to be considered.This is a law the precludes the federal expenditure of funds in areas that have been mapped as CBRA units.  CBRA units are areas that were mapped after the law was passed in the 1980’s that met certain thresholds for density of development.  This program is managed by USFWS.Federal expenditure of funds is allowed if certain criteria are met – but there are real limitations.There are challenges in implementing this – we have had situations where maps were generated based upon maps form the 1950’s – which did not capture development at the time mapping was done.Also to be aware of – maps were drawn to include underwater lands – bays and inlets - which may be considered as borrow sources or in-water construction.Work very closely with your counsel and vertical team on this.EFH – is a consulation that needs to occur – one that depending upon your region can have greatly varying effects.  Tends to affect borrow areas and in-water work – requires consideration of impacts to fish species.
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MULTI-PURPOSE CSRM AND ER PROJECT
Lower Cape May Meadows – Cape May Point

Problems
– Erosion/salt water flooding of freshwater wetlands (the “Meadows”), 

managed by TNC and NJ State Parks
– CSRM in adjacent developed Cape May Point
Solution
– Berm and dune beachfill in 2004-2005
– Periodic nourishment on 4-year cycle
– Phragmites eradication
– Interior hydrologic

improvements & 
water management

– Piping plover habitat mods
– Improved rare plant

habitat 

Cape May Point

Lower Cape May Meadows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jumping form the environmental compliance – we did want to highlight that there are examples of CSRM-like projects that have been constructed to meet habitat objectives.This project from Philly – is one example that constructed a beach and dune as part of an NER project.It’s a true example of how beachfill can be considered as a natural and nature-based feature.



SOME RIDM CHALLENGES

Analysis to support a TSP can be data intensive.
• Required Modeling can have a long-lead time
• Know what models exist, and what model input is available

Ranges of output can be pesky
• Beach-fx provides the ability to report ranges of costs and benefits
• Sea level rise analysis results in ranges of costs and benefits

Consideration of Sea Level Rise in Alternative Selection
• Guidance provides flexibility in selection of TSP (use it)
• Complexity is added when considering multiple scenarios

Evaluation of System vs. Increments
• Incremental justification is required
• Coastal areas often work as a system
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we move to a close- We had several topics that we wanted to hit upon.



73KEY TAKEAWAYS

1. This Presentation only hits upon the key concepts, and is not 
an in-depth tutorial on CSRM planning.

2. CSRM formulation is similar to FRM, but with additional 
damage mechanisms (flooding, plus erosion and waves)

3. In CSRM, Formulation is heavily dependent on setting.  
Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Great Lakes, Tidal Estuaries -
all require different considerations.  

4. There are many policies unique to CSRM
• Only highlighted some of the most common policy concerns



WHERE TO GO FOR MORE 
INFORMATION?
 ER 1165-2-130 (Corps guidance on CSRM)
• https://www.publications.usace.army.mil/Portals/76/Public

ations/EngineerRegulations/ER_1165-2-130.pdf

 IWR Primer on CSRM economics
• https://www.iwr.usace.army.mil/portals/70/docs/iwrreports/

2011-r-09.pdf

 NACCS
• http://www.nad.usace.army.mil/Portals/40/docs/NACCS/N

ACCS_main_report.pdf
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Questions?
Type questions in the chat box. 
We will answer as many 
as time allows.

This webinar will be posted to the 
Planning Community Toolbox: 
http://www.corpsplanning.us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you – we have some time for questions.  Please type your questions into the chat box on the right hand side of the webinar screen.  We will get to as many as we can, and will post responses to the rest on the Toolbox next week.Include in wrap up:Thanks for participationNext webinar will be on Thursday, __________, title will be:  ______________________A summary of the Q&A and the deck will be posted on the Toolbox
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